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JOINT CONVERGENCE OF RANDOM QUADRANGULATIONS AND
THEIR CORES
LOUIGI ADDARIO-BERRY AND YUTING WEN
Abstract. We show that a uniform quadrangulation, its largest 2-connected block, and
its largest simple block jointly converge to the same Brownian map in distribution for
the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov topology. We start by deriving a local limit theorem
for the asymptotics of maximal block sizes, extending the result in [3]. The resulting
diameter bounds for pendant submaps of random quadrangulations straightforwardly
lead to Gromov-Hausdorff convergence. To extend the convergence to the Gromov-
Hausdorff-Prokhorov topology, we show that exchangeable “uniformly asymptotically
negligible” attachments of mass simply yield, in the limit, a deterministic scaling of the
mass measure.
1. Introduction
Much work has been devoted to understanding the asymptotic properties of large ran-
dom planar maps. It is conjectured, and known in several cases, that after rescaling the
graph distance properly, planar maps from many families converge to the same universal
metric space, the Brownian map, in the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov sense. Recently Le
Gall [11] and Miermont [14] independently proved that the Brownian map is the scaling
limit of several important families of planar maps, and Addario-Berry & Albenque [1]
proved that simple triangulations and simple quadrangulations also rescale to the same
limit object.
The aim of this paper is to show that random quadrangulations and their cores jointly
converge to the same limit object, even after conditioning on their sizes. Before making
this more precise, we state one corollary (Theorem 1.1) of our main result: the Brownian
map is again the scaling limit of random 2-connected quadrangulations.
Throughout the paper, all maps are embedded in the sphere S2 and are considered up
to orientation preserving homeomorphism. A rooted map is a pair M “ pM,uvq where M
is a map and uv is an oriented edge of M . A quadrangulation is a map in which every
face has degree 4. A quadrangulation is 2-connected if the removal of any vertex does not
disconnect the map. It is simple if it contains no multiple edges. Write Q, R, and S for the
set of rooted connected, 2-connected, and simple quadrangulations, respectively. It is easy
to verify that simple quadrangulations are 2-connected, so S Ă R Ă Q. It is technically
convenient to view a single edge as a 2-connected, simple quadrangulation, and we do this.
Given a finite set G, the notation G Pu G means that G is chosen uniformly at random
from G. Given a finite rooted or unrooted map G write µG for the uniform probability
measure on the vertex set vpGq, and for c ą 0, write cG for the measured metric space
pvpGq, c ¨ dG, µGq, where dG denotes graph distance. Given a set G of maps and n P N,
write Gn “ tG P G : |vpGq| “ nu. Finally, writeM “ pM, d, µq for the measured Brownian
map. (See [11] for a definition of M.)
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Theorem 1.1. Let Rr Pu Rr, then as r Ñ8,ˆ
21
40r
˙1{4
Rr
d
ÑM
in distribution for the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov topology.
A brief overview of the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov (GHP) distance appears in Sec-
tion 2.2.
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Figure 1. p0, 1q is the root edge of M.
For the total order ă“ăM we have, e.g.,
p0, 1q ă p0, 2q, p2, 12q ă p12, 2q ă p12, 111q
ă p111, 12q. Also, of the two copies of edge
p11, 111q, the one succeeding p11, 2q in the
clockwise order is smaller for ă. The simple
block SpMq, highlighted in red, has vertices
0, 1, 2, 11, 12, 111.
To state our main results, a little more ter-
minology is needed. Given a rooted map M “
pM,uvq, we may define a canonical total order
ăM on vpMq as follows. List the vertices of M as
u1 “ u, u2 “ v, . . . , u|vpMq| according to their or-
der of discovery by a breadth-first search which
starts from the root edge uv and uses the clock-
wise order of edges around each vertex starting
from the explored edge to determine exploration
priority. (See [7] for a definition of breadth-first
search.) We also define a total order ăM on
the set of oriented edges of M as follows. Let
uiuj ăM ui1uj1 precisely if either (a) ui was dis-
covered before ui1 or (b) i “ i
1 and uiuj has
higher priority than uiuj1.
Fix a bipartite map M “ pM,uvq. A cycle
C in a map M is nearly facial if at least one
connected component of S2zC contains no ver-
tices of M (it may contain edges). We say M
is nearly simple if every cycle in M with length
two is nearly facial. Write M˝ “ pM˝, uvq for
the map obtained by collapsing each nearly fa-
cial 2-cycle into an edge. (This is a slight abuse
of notation as the edge uv P epMq may be col-
lapsed with other edges in forming M˝, but the meaning should be clear.) Note that M is
nearly simple precisely if M˝ is simple – in this case we call M˝ the simple nerve of M.
a b
c d i
g h
f
e
Figure 2. The 2-connected blocks of M
are M rta, b, c, dus˝ and M rtd, e, f, g, h, ius˝.
The simple blocks of M are
M rta, b, c, d, e, f, ius˝ and M rtd, g, h, ius˝.
For A Ă vpMq, write M rAs for the submap
of M induced by A. For any edge e P epMq
with endpoints x and y let Be Ă vpMq be maxi-
mal subject to the constraints that tx, yu Ă Be,
and that M rBes is 2-connected. We call M rBes
˝
a 2-connected block of M. In particular, write
R‚ “ R‚pMq “ pM rBuvs˝, uvq and call R‚ the
2-connected root block of M. Our choice to col-
lapse nearly-facial 2-cycles renders this different
from the standard graph theoretic definition of
a 2-connected block. We make this choice as it
simplifies upcoming counting arguments.
Next, for any edge e P epMq with endpoints
x and y, consider the set S “ tB Ă vpMq :
tx, yu Ă B, M rBs is nearly simpleu. Let S1 “
tB1 P S : B1 is maximalu, where maximal is with
respect to the inclusion relation on vpMq. Then
define B1e Ă vpMq to be the lexicographically minimal element of S1 with respect to the
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total order ăM. We call M rB
1
es
˝ a simple block of M or, more specifically, the simple block
containing edge e. We also write S‚ “ S‚pMq “ pM rB1uvs˝, uvq and call S‚ the simple root
block of M.
Write RpMq (resp. SpMq) for the largest 2-connected (resp. simple) block of M, rooted
at its ăM-minimal edge, and write bpMq “ |vpRpMqq| and sbpMq “ |vpSpMqq|. If there are
multiple 2-connected blocks with size bpMq, among these blocks we take RpMq to be the
one whose root edge uiuj is ăM-minimal, and use the same convention for SpMq. We call
RpMq and SpMq the 2-connected and simple cores of M, respectively.
The next theorem states that a uniform quadrangulation, its largest 2-connected block,
and its largest simple block jointly converge to the same Brownian map. (Note that the
definition of Rq in the coming theorem is different from that in Theorem 1.1. We recycle
some notation to keep the sub- and superscripts from becoming too cumbersome; we will
always remind the reader when there is a possibility of ambiguity or confusion.)
Theorem 1.2. Let Qq Pu Qq and write Rq “ RpQqq, Sq “ SpQqq. Then as q Ñ8,˜ˆ
9
8q
˙1{4
Qq ,
ˆ
9
8q
˙1{4
Rq ,
ˆ
9
8q
˙1{4
Sq
¸
d
Ñ pM,M,Mq
in distribution for the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov topology.
The convergence of the first coordinate in Theorem 1.2 was proved independently by
Le Gall [11] and by Miermont [14]. The convergence of the third coordinate on its own is
implied by a result by Addario-Berry & Albenque [1], who show that if Sq is a uniform
simple quadrangulation for all q, then p3{p8|vpSqq|qq
1{4Sq
d
Ñ M. It is known [3, 9] that
|vpSqq|{q Ñ 1{3 in probability, so in the third coordinate the scaling factor p9{p8qqq
1{4
may be replaced by p3{p8|vpSqq|qq
1{4, and the convergence then follows from the result of
[1]. Similarly, the convergence of the second coordinate on its own can be deduced from
Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.1 both follow from a stronger “local invariance principle”,
in which the sizes of the largest 2-connected block and largest simple block are fixed rather
than random. Given integers q ě r ě s ě 1, let
Qq,r,s “ tQ P Qq : bpQq “ r, sbpQq “ su ,
Rr,s “ tQ P Rr : sbpQq “ su .
Theorem 1.3. Let prpqq : q P Nq and pspqq : q P Nq be such that rpqq “ 7q{15 ` O
`
q2{3
˘
and spqq “ q{3 ` Opq2{3q as q Ñ 8. Let Qq Pu Qq,rpqq,spqq and write Rq “ RpQqq,
Sq “ SpQqq. Then as q Ñ8,˜ˆ
9
8q
˙1{4
Qq ,
ˆ
9
8q
˙1{4
Rq ,
ˆ
9
8q
˙1{4
Sq
¸
d
Ñ pM,M,Mq
in distribution for the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov topology.
We provide an outline of the proof of Theorem 1.3 (our main result) in Section 1.2.
Now and for the remainder of the paper, fix C ą 0 and let prpqq : q P Nq and pspqq : q P Nq
be such that |rpqq´7q{15| ă Cq2{3 and |spqq´5q{7| ă Cq2{3 for all q sufficiently large. The
scaling of rpqq and spqq in Theorem 1.3 is explained by the following local limit theorem
for the asymptotics of maximal block sizes.
Theorem 1.4. Let Qq Pu Qq, and write δrpqq “
rpqq´7q{15
q2{3
, δspqq “
sprpqqq´5rpqq{7
rpqq2{3 . Then
P pbpQqq “ rpqq, sbpQqq “ sprpqqqq “
βA pβδspqqq
rpqq2{3
β1A pβ1δrpqqq
q2{3
p1` op1qq ,
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where β and β1 are positive constants given in Propositions 3.8 and 3.7 respectively, A :
RÑ r0, 1s is a density.
Here op1q denotes a function tending to zero whose decay may depend on C, but we
omit this dependence from the notation. We prove Theorem 1.4 using the machinery
developed by Banderier, Flajolet, Schaeffer & Soria [3], based on singularity analysis of
generating functions, in Section 3. Theorem 1.2 follows from Theorem 1.3, Theorem 1.4,
and an easy averaging argument. We similarly deduce Theorem 1.1 by averaging over the
second coordinate in the next proposition.
Proposition 1.5. Let Rr Pu Rr,sprq and write Sr “ SpRrq. Then as rÑ8,˜ˆ
21
40r
˙1{4
Rr ,
ˆ
21
40r
˙1{4
Sr
¸
d
Ñ pM,Mq
in distribution for the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov topology.
Remarks.
(1) The proof of Proposition 1.5, given in Section 6, uses the convergence of simple
quadrangulations, proved in [1], to deduce convergence of 2-connected quadrangu-
lations, as a stepping stone to proving the joint convergence of Theorem 1.3. The
results of [1] in turn use the “rerooting invariance trick” introduced by Le Gall [11],
together with the convergence of uniform quadrangulations to the Brownian map
[11, 14], to deduce convergence for uniform simple quadrangulations. We mention
this to emphasize that the results of this paper do not constitute an independent
proof of convergence for uniform quadrangulations.
(2) In [1] it is also shown that simple triangulations converge to the Brownian map.
Using this, the arguments of the current paper could be modified to show joint con-
vergence of uniformly random triangulations and their largest loopless and simple
blocks.
Before sketching our proof, we first describe the combinatorial relations between Q, R‚pQq
and S‚pQq, on which our proofs rely.
1.1. Bijections for Q, R and S. Suppose we are given only R‚ “ R‚pQq. What addi-
tional information is required to reconstruct Q? Similarly, what do we require in addition
to S‚ “ S‚pRq in order to reconstruct R‚? In each case, the reconstruction requires aug-
menting the edges with additional data. The reconstruction (equivalently described as
decomposition) procedures which we describe in this section are all either due to Tutte [16]
or are obtained by slight variants of his methods.
When reconstructing R‚ from S‚, this data consists of a 2-connected quadrangulation
for each edge of S‚. When reconstructing Q from R‚, we require a sequence of quadrangu-
lations for each edge of R‚, together with a second, binary sequence whose entries specify
how to attach the quadrangulations in the sequence. In both cases, the root edge must
be treated slightly differently from the others (in brief, for the root edge we must specify
data twice, once for each side of the edge). We now turn to details.
A quadrangulation of a 2-gon is a rooted map whose unbounded face has degree 2, with
all other faces of degree 4, rooted such that the unbounded face lies to the left of the root
edge. Temporarily write T for the set of quadrangulations of 2-gons. Given a map in T ,
merge the two edges incident to the unbounded face to obtain a map in Q; we call this the
natural bijection between T and Q. For n ě 3, it in fact restricts to a bijection between
Tn and Qn. Also, T2 contains only one element: the map with one edge and two vertices.
Recalling that we also view a single edge as a 2-connected quadrangulation, it follows that
T2 “ Q2, and it is convenient to view the natural bijection as associating these two sets
with one another.
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Let S “ pS, uvq be a simple quadrangulation. List the vertices of S in breadth-first order
as u1, . . . , un and list the edges of S as uv “ e1, . . . , em, oriented so that the tail precedes
the head in breadth-first order. To build a 2-connected quadrangulation with simple root
block S, proceed as follows (see Figure 3).
e2
e4e1
e3
(a)
M0 M1 M2 M3 M4
(b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3. (a) A simple quadrangulation. (b) “Decorations” for the edges. (c)
After attaching the decorations. (d) The map R.
(1) Create a second copy e0 of the edge uv so that e0 lies to the left of e1.
(2) For 0 ď i ď m let Mi be a 2-connected quadrangulation, and let M
1
i “ pMi, uiviq
be the quadrangulation of a 2-gon associated to Mi by the natural bijection.
(3) For each 0 ď i ď m, identify the edge ei with the root edge uivi of M
1
i. The
resulting map has a single facial 2-cycle (lying between M0 and M1), with vertices
u and v; collapse it and root at the resulting edge uv.
Call the resulting map R. Then R is a 2-connected quadrangulation with S‚pRq “ S. We
note that
|epRq| “ |epSq| `
|epSq|ÿ
i“0
|epMiq| 1r|epMiq|‰1s “ ´1`
|epSq|ÿ
i“0
p1` |epMiq| 1r|epMiq|‰1sq . (1.1)
Proposition 1.6. The above procedure induces a bijection ϕ between R and the set
tpS,Θq : S P S,Θ P R|epSq|`1u .
Proof. Given a 2-connected quadrangulation of a 2-gon, collapsing the unbounded face
to form a single edge (which is equivalent to taking the simple nerve), then rooting at
this edge, yields a 2-connected quadrangulation. This operation is easily seen to be a
bijection. In view of the fact that the quadrangulation R P R in the above construction
has S‚pRq “ S, the result follows. 
Next let R “ pR,uvq be a 2-connected quadrangulation and list epRq as e1, . . . , em,
as above. For each integer 1 ď i ď m, write e`i and e
´
i for the head and the tail of ei
respectively. To build a quadrangulation with 2-connected root block R, proceed as follows
(see Figure 4).
(1) Create a second copy e0 of the edge uv so that e0 lies to the left of e1.
(2) For 0 ď i ď m fix ℓi P Ně0 and sequences Li “ pMi,j : 1 ď j ď ℓiq P Qℓi ,
bi “ pbi,j : 1 ď j ď ℓiq P t0, 1u
ℓi .
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e1
e2
e4e3
(a)
M0,1 M1,1 M4,1 M4,2
(b)
e2,1
e4,2
e0,1
e3,1
e0,2
e1,1
e1,2
e4,1
e4,3
(c) (d)
Figure 4. The quadrangulation in (d) can be reconstructed from its 2-connected
core in (a) with the decoration ppLi, biq : 0 ď i ď rq where L0 “ pM0,1q, b0 “
p1q, L1 “ pM1,1q, b1 “ p0q, L2 “ L3 “ H, b2 “ b3 “ H, L4 “ pM4,1,M4,2q, b4 “
p0, 1q.
(3) For each 1 ď i ď m, add an additional ℓi copies of ei; label the resulting ℓi ` 1
copies of ei as ei,1, . . . , ei,ℓi`1 in clockwise order around e
´
i .
(4) For 0 ď i ď m and 1 ď j ď ℓi, let M
1
i,j be the quadrangulation of a 2-gon associated
to Mi,j by the natural bijection.
(5) Attach M1i,j “ pMi,j , ui,jvi,jq inside the 2-cycle formed by ei,j and ei,j`1 by identi-
fying ui,j with e
´
i (if bi,j “ 0) or e
`
i (if bi,j “ 1). The resulting map has a single
facial 2-cycle, with edges e0,ℓ0`1 and e1,1; collapse it and root at the resulting edge
uv.
Call the resulting map Q. Then Q is a connected quadrangulation with R‚pQq “ R. We
note that
|epQq| “ |epRq| `
|epRq|ÿ
i“0
ℓiÿ
j“1
p|epMi,jq| ` 1` 1r|epMi,jq|‰1sqq
“ ´1`
|epRq|ÿ
i“0
ˆ
1`
ℓiÿ
j“1
p|epMi,jq| ` 1` 1r|epMi,jq|‰1sq
˙
. (1.2)
In the following proposition we write pQˆ t0, 1uq˚ “ tHu Y
Ť
nPNpQˆ t0, 1uq
n.
Proposition 1.7. The above procedure induces a bijection ψ between Q and the set!
pR,Γq : R P R,Γ P
`
pQˆ t0, 1uq˚
˘|epRq|`1)
.
Proof. This is immediate from the fact that the above construction has R‚pQq “ R. 
For both decompositions, we refer informally to the maps in the vectors Θ and Γ as
decorations or as pendant submaps.
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1.2. Proof sketch for Theorem 1.3. In this subsection, we assume familiarity with the
Gromov-Hausdorff and Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov distances. The relevant definitions
appear in Section 2. We begin by stating (and sketching the proof of) a joint convergence
result for a 2-connected quadrangulation and its largest simple block; the proof of this
result contains most of the key ideas for the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Given Rr “ pRr, erq Pu Rr,sprq, it is easily seen that Sr “ SpRrq is uniformly distributed
over Ssprq. Then by [1, Theorem 1], p3{8sprqq1{4Sr
d
ÑM as sprq Ñ 8. Also, the definition
of sprq guarantees that p 3
8sprqq
1{4 ¨ p 21
40r
q´1{4 Ñ 1 as rÑ 8.
Let e1 be the ăRr -minimal oriented edge of Sr. If er P epSrq then Sr “ S‚pRrq. Write
R1r “ pRr, e1q. By Proposition 1.6, R1r uniquely decomposes as ϕpR1rq “ pS,Θq P Ssprq ˆ
R|epSq|`1, and our choice of e1 guarantees that S “ Sr. Write Θ “ pΘi : 0 ď i ď 2sprq´ 4q,
and
LpRrq “ max t|vpΘiq| : 0 ď i ď 2sprq ´ 4u ,
DpRrq “ max tdiampΘiq : 0 ď i ď 2sprq ´ 4u .
In words, LpRrq and DpRrq are the greatest number of vertices and the greatest diameter,
respectively, of any submap pendant to the biggest simple block of Rr. The identifica-
tion of Sr as a submap of Rr gives the bound dGHpRr,Srq ď DpRrq. To prove that`
21
40r
˘1{4
dGHpRr,Srq “ op1q in probability, it thus suffices to show that
`
21
40r
˘1{4
DpRrq “
op1q in probability. (Note that here we have the Gromov-Hausdorff rather than Gromov-
Hausdorff-Prokhorov distance!)
To accomplish this, we use the methodology developed by Banderier, Flajolet, Schaeffer
& Soria [3], which allows one to describe the largest block size of a map whenever the
map may be described by a recursive decomposition into rooted blocks, using a suitable
composition schema; this is explained in greater detail in Section 3. We thereby obtain
the following distributional result for |vpSrq|.
Proposition 1.8. Let Rr Pu Rr, then for any A ą 0, uniformly over x P r´A,As,
P
´
sbpRrq “ t5r{7` xr
2{3u
¯
“
βA pβxq
r2{3
p1` op1qq ,
where β is given in Proposition 3.8.
The proof of Proposition 1.8 appears in Section 3. The range of values for r in the
above local limit theorem is what leads to our choice for the range of sprq in Theorem 1.3
and Theorem 1.4. The following proposition bounds the size of the largest simple block of
a random 2-connected quadrangulation.
Proposition 1.9. For any A ą 0, there exist positive constants c1 and c2 such that for
all r P N and for integer k P
`
5r{7`Ar2{3, r
‰
, if Rr Pu Rr,
P psbpRrq “ kq ď c1 exp
´
´c2r pk{r ´ 5{7q
3
¯
.
This proposition is a slight extension of [3, Theorem 1], which proves similar bounds but
requires that pr´kq{r2{3 Ñ8. We do not reprove the entire result, but simply analyze the
behaviour in the range not covered in the work of [3]. We use Proposition 1.9 in proving
stretched exponential tail bounds for the size of the largest pendant submap in a random
2-connected quadrangulation.
Proposition 1.10. For all ε P p0, 1{3q, there exist positive constants c1, c2, and c3 “ c3pεq
such that for all r P N, if Rr Pu Rr,sprq,
P
´
LpRrq ě r
2{3`ε
¯
ď c1 exp p´c2r
c3q .
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Proofs for Proposition 1.9 and Proposition 1.10 are given in Section 4.
Next we deduce a bound for DpRrq through extending a result by Chassaing & Schaeffer
[6]. The following proposition follows straightforwardly from [6, Proposition 4].
Proposition 1.11. ([6]). There exist positive constants y0, C1, and C2 such that for all
y ą y0 and q P N, if Qq Pu Qq,
P
´
diam pQqq ą yq
1{4
¯
ď C1 expp´C2yq .
This bound is for connected quadrangulations rather than 2-connected ones. However,
at the cost of polynomial corrections, we are able to transfer the result to the latter family
of quadrangulations, as shown in Section 4.1. This in particular yields the following bound.
Proposition 1.12. Let Rr Pu Rr,sprq, then there exist positive constants C1, C2, and C3
such that
P
´
DpRrq ě r
5{24
¯
ď C1 exp
`
´C2r
C3
˘
.
es
Figure 5. Parallel alternat-
ing 1-paths and 3-paths at-
tached to the root edge es.
The above results immediately give rise to Gromov-
Hausdorff convergence of pRr,Srq after rescaling, as shown
in Proposition 4.2 in the end of Section 4.1. However, to
deduce GHP convergence, the above propositions are insuf-
ficient, as they do not guarantee that the uniform measures
on vpRrq and vpSrq are close in the Prokhorov sense. Here is
an example of the sort of issue that may a priori still occur.
For all s P N, let Ss Pu Ss have root edge es. Let Ps be the
quadrangulation of a 2-gon with 2ts{5u`2 vertices composed
of parallel alternating 1-paths and 3-paths, and write e1s for
one of the boundary edges of Ps. Then identify es with e
1
s,
embed Ps in the face of Ss to the left of es, and write R
1
s
for the resulting quadrangulation; see Figure 5. Recall that
M “ pM,d, µq is the Brownian map. Then it is not hard to
see that pR1s,Ssq converges after rescaling to pM1,Mq, where
M1 “ pM,d, µ1q has the geometry of the Brownian map but
has mass measure 5
7
µ ` 2
7
δρ, where ρ is a point of M with
law µ.
To prevent the masses of “pendant submaps” from concentrating on small regions in
this manner, we use that they attach to exchangeable random locations on the simple
block and that each of them has asymptotically negligible size. The first follows from the
details of the construction of a 2-connected quadrangulation from its simple root block,
explained in Section 1.1; the second is a consequence of Proposition 1.10.
In order to show that the facts from the preceding paragraph suffice to imply joint
convergence, we prove a general result on the preservation of Gromov-Hausdorff-Prohkorov
convergence under small random modifications; our result relies on results of Aldous on
concentration for partial sums of exchangeable random variables. Details for this part of
the proof appear in Sections 5 and 6.
We conclude the proof sketch by explaining how we strengthen Proposition 1.5 to prove
Theorem 1.3. First, with Qq Pu Qq,rpqq,spqq, we show that RpQqq contains SpQqq with high
probability. The joint convergence of the second and third coordinates in Theorem 1.3
then follows from Proposition 1.5.
The convergence of the first coordinate does not follow from the existing result by Le
Gall [11] or Miermont [14], because Qq here is not uniformly distributed over Qq, but
conditioned on bpQqq “ rpqq and sbpQqq “ spqq. To deal with this, we require versions of
Propositions 1.10 and 1.12 that apply to uniform quadrangulations sampled from Qq and
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Qq,rpqq,sprpqqq. These follows straightforwardly once we show that with high probability,
SpRpQqqq “ SpQqq. We postpone the details.
A reprise of the argument for Proposition 1.5 then shows that if Qq Pu Qq,rpqq,spqq, then
pQq,RpQqqq
d
Ñ pM,Mq as q Ñ 8. Since we also know pRpQqq,SpQqqq
d
Ñ pM,Mq as
q Ñ8, Theorem 1.3 follows immediately.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Hausdorff and Prokhorov distances. Let pV, dq be a compact metric space with
its Borel σ-algebra BpV q. Given A Ă V , the ε-neighborhood of A is defined as
Aε “ tx P V : Dy P A, dpx, yq ă εu .
The Hausdorff distance dH between two non-empty subsets X,Y of pV, dq is defined as
dHpX,Y q “ inf tε ą 0 : X Ă Y
ε, Y Ă Xεu .
Denote by PpV q the collection of all probability measures on the measurable space
pV,BpV qq. The Prokhorov distance dP : PpV q
2 Ñ r0,8q between two Borel probability
measures µ and ν on V is given by
dPpµ, νq “ inf tε ą 0 : µpAq ď νpA
εq ` ε and νpAq ď µpAεq ` ε,@A P BpV qu .
2.2. Gromov-Hausdorff(-Prokhorov) distance. We refer the reader to [5] and [11, 14]
for more details on the Gromov-Hausdorff and Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov distances
and the topologies they induce. Let pV, dq and pV 1, d1q be two compact metric spaces. A
correspondence between V and V 1 is a set C Ă V ˆ V 1 such that for every x P V , there is
x1 P V 1 with px, x1q P C, and vice versa. We write CpV, V 1q for the set of correspondences
between V and V 1. The distortion of any set C Ă V ˆV 1 with respect to d and d1 is given
by
dis
`
C; d, d1
˘
“ sup
 
|dpx, yq ´ d1px1, y1q| : px, x1q P C, py, y1q P C
(
.
The Gromov-Hausdorff distance between pV, dq and pV 1, d1q is defined as
dGH
`
pV, dq, pV 1, d1q
˘
“ inf
 
ε ą 0 : DC P CpV, V 1q,dispC; d, d1q ď 2ε
(
.
Next, suppose µ and µ1 are non-negative Borel measures on pV, dq and pV 1, d1q, re-
spectively. The Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov distance between V “ pV, d, µq and V1 “
pV 1, d1, µ1q is given by
dGHPpV,V
1q “ inf
“
max
 
dHpφpV q, φ
1pV 1qq, dPpφ˚µ, φ1˚µ
1q
(‰
where the infimum is taken over all isometries φ, φ1 from pV, dq, pV 1, d1q into a metric space
pZ, δq (see Miermont [13, Section 6.2]). Writing K for the set of all isometry classes of
compact measured metric spaces, pK, dGHPq is a Polish space; when we refer to GHP
convergence we mean convergence in this space.
2.3. The Airy distribution. The Airy distribution is the probability distribution whose
density is
Apxq “2e´2x
3{3 `xAipx2q ´Ai1px2q˘
“
1
πx
ÿ
nPN
p´x32{3qn
Γp2n{3` 1q
n!
sinp´2nπ{3q ,
where the Airy function Ai is given by
Aipzq “
1
2π
ż 8
´8
eipzt`t
3{3qdt
“
1
π32{3
ÿ
nPNě0
p31{3zqn
Γppn ` 1q{3q
n!
sinp2pn ` 1qπ{3q .
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3. Composition schemata
Let F pzq “
ř
nPNě0 Fnz
n be a generating function (i.e. an analytic function with non-
negative integer coefficients) with positive radius of convergence r “ rF . We say F is
singular with exponent 3{2 if the following properties hold.
‚ There exists ε ą 0 such that F is continuable in ∆ “ tz : |z| ă r` ε, z R rr, r` εqu.
‚ There exist positive constants a “ aF , b “ bF , c “ cF such that F pzq “ a ´ bp1 ´
z{rq ` cp1 ´ z{rq3{2 `Opp1´ z{rq2q as z Ñ r in ∆.
Gao and Wormald [9] derived asymptotics for the coefficients of F under the above
conditions.
Proposition 3.1 ([9], Theorem 1 (iii)). Let F be singular with exponent 3{2, let r and c
be as above. Then
Fn „
3c
4π1{2
r´n
n5{2
.
Next, let C and H be generating functions with positive coefficients, and define a
bivariate generating function M by Mpz, uq “ CpuHpzqq; Banderier, Flajolet, Schaeffer
& Soria [3] call this a composition schema. We generically write Ck “ rz
ksCpzq and
Mn “ rz
nsMpz, 1q, and for n P N let Xn be a real random variable with law given by
P pXn “ kq “
Ck
Mn
rznsHpzqk.
We quote from [3]:
Combinatorially, this corresponds to a composition M “ C ˝ H between
classes of [rooted] objects, where objects of type H are substituted freely
at individual “atoms” (e.e., nodes, edges, or faces) of elements of C...
rznuksMpz, uq gives the number of M-objects of total size n whose C-
component (the “core”) has size k, and Xn is the corresponding random
variable describing core-size in this general context.
More precisely, Xn is the law of the size of the C-component containing the root, in an
object chosen uniformly at random from among all M-objects of size n. The connection
with the bijections for quadrangulations described in Section 1.1 should be clear. We say
the triple pM,C,Hq is a map schema if C and H are both singular with exponent 3{2 and
additionally HprHq “ rC .
1 The following results are all from [3].
Proposition 3.2 ([3], Theorems 1 and 5). Suppose pM,C,Hq is a map schema with
Cpzq “ c0 ´ c1p1´ z{rCq ` c3{2p1´ z{rCq3{2 `O
`
p1´ z{rCq
2
˘
,
Hpzq “ h0 ´ h1p1´ z{rHq ` h3{2p1´ z{rHq3{2 `O
`
p1´ z{rHq
2
˘
,
the expansions for Cpzq and Hpzq valid in some neighbourhoods of rC and of rH , respec-
tively. Let α “ αpM,C,Hq, β “ βpM,C,Hq and γ “ γpM,C,Hq be defined by
α “
c1h3{2h
1{2
0 ` c3{2h
3{2
1
h
3{2
0
, β “
h
5{3
1
p3h3{2q2{3h0
, γ “ β ¨
c3{2h
3{2
1
α ¨ h
3{2
0
.
Then
rznsMpz, 1q „
3α
4π1{2
r´nH
n5{2
.
1In [3], this is called a critical composition schema of singular type p 3
2
˝ 3
2
q. We shorten this to “map
schema” as such schemata seem to primarily arise in the study of maps.
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Furthermore, writing α0 “ α0,pM,C,Hq “ h0{h1, for any A ą 0,
lim
nÑ8 supxPr´A,As
ˇˇˇ
n2{3P
´
Xn “ tα0n` xn
2{3u
¯
´ γApβxq
ˇˇˇ
“ 0 . (3.1)
Finally, there exist continuous functions f : rα0, 1s Ñ p0,8q and g : rα0, 1s Ñ p0,8q such
that for any function λ : N Ñ N with λpnq Ñ 8,
P pXn “ kq “ p1` op1qqfpk{nq
pk{n´ α0q
1{2
n1{2p1´ k{nq3{2
e´npk{n´α0q
3gpk{nq, (3.2)
the preceding asymptotic holding uniformly in α0n` n
2{3λpnq ă k ă n´ n2{3λpnq.
Remark. In [3], schema of the form Mpz, uq “ CpuHpzqq ` Dpzq are also considered.
Replacing Mpz, uq by Mpz, uq ´Dpzq turns this into a compositional schema; if the latter
is a map schema then Proposition 3.2 applies. The equation involving D is convenient
when considering map families in which the core may have size zero; such families should
be counted by ru0sMpz, uq, which is identically zero in CpuHpzqq.
Corollary 3.3. Suppose pM,C,Hq is a map schema, and let α0 “ α0,pM,C,Hq, f and g be
as in Proposition 3.2. Then for any function λ : N Ñ N with λpnq Ñ 8 and any a ą 0,
P pXn “ kq “ Θp1q ¨
pk{n ´ α0q
1{2
n1{2p1´ k{nq3{2
e´npk{n´α0q
3gpk{nq ,
uniformly over integers k P rα0n` an
2{3, n´ λpnqn2{3q.
Proof. Note that if k “ α0n` cn
2{3 then
pk{n ´ α0q
1{2
n1{2p1´ k{nq3{2
e´npk{n´α0q
3gpk{nq “
c1{2
n2{3p1´ k{nq3{2
e´c
3gpα0`c{n1{3q.
For |k ´ α0n| “ Opn
2{3q, the latter is Θpn´2{3q. By (3.1), we indeed have P pXn “ kq “
Θpn´2{3q for such k.
If the claim of the corollary fails then there exists a sequence pni, i ě 1q and ki P
rα0ni ` an
2{3, ni ´ λpniqn
2{3
i s along which the ratio of P pXni “ kiq and
pki{ni ´ α0q
1{2
n
1{2
i p1´ ki{niq
3{2
e´nipki{ni´α0q
3gpki{niq
either diverges or tends to zero. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume
that either ki´α0ni “ Opn
2{3q or pki´α0niq{n
2{3
i Ñ8. In view of the above computation,
the first possibility is in contradiction with (3.1). The second possibility is in contradiction
with (3.2); thus neither can occur. 
Corollary 3.4 ([3], Theorem 7). Suppose pM,C,Hq is a map schema with α0 “ α0,pM,C,Hq
and β “ βpM,C,Hq defined in Proposition 3.2. Let Xn˚ be the size of the largest C-component
in a random M-map of size n with uniform distribution. Then
P
´
X˚n “
Y
α0n` xn
2{3
]¯
“
βApβxq
n2{3
p1` op1qq ,
uniformly for x in any bounded interval.
Let Mpzq, Cpzq, Bpzq be the generating functions of rooted connected, 2-connected,
and simple quadrangulations respectively. More precisely, we take rznsMpzq “ |Qn`2|,
rznsCpzq “ |Rn`2|, and rznsBpzq “ |Sn`2| for n ě 1, and rznsMpzq “ rznsCpzq “
rznsBpzq “ 0 for n “ 0. (The latter is slightly at odds with our convention of viewing
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a single edge as a 2-connected quadrangulation, but is algebraically convienent below.)
Define
Hpzq “ z
ˆ
1
1´ 2zp1 `Mpzqq
˙2
, (3.3)
Upzq “ z p1` Cpzqq2 . (3.4)
The following two lemmas follow immediately from Propositions 1.6 and 1.7 respectively.
Lemma 3.5. We have the following substitution relation between Mpzq and Cpzq:
Mpzq “ CpHpzqq ¨
1
1´ 2zp1 `Mpzqq
`
2zp1`Mpzqq
1´ 2zp1 `Mpzqq
. (3.5)
Equivalently,
Mpzq “ CpHpzqq ` 2zp1 `Mpzqq2 . (3.6)
Equation (3.6) is obtained by multiplying both sides of (3.5) by 1´ 2zp1 `Mpzqq and
then rearranging elements. To see that (3.6) gives a composition schema, we can rewrite
it as Mˆpzq “ CpHpzqq with Mˆpzq “Mpzq ´ 2zp1 `Mpzqq2.
We now take a closer look at equation (3.3), which describes the “M -decorations”
of an edge of a C-object (i.e. of a 2-connected map). This is best understood with
the bijection from Proposition 1.6 at hand. In the term 2zp1 `Mpzqq, the multiplier 2
counts the choice of extremity at which the decoration is attached; Mpzq counts the case
when attachment is a quadrangulation with at least 3 vertices (recalling that z marks the
number of vertices less two, and the lowest power term of Mpzq is 2z); the additive term 1
counts the case when attachment is a single edge; the multiplier z adjusts the counting of
extra vertices resulting from the attachment (we multiply by z instead of z2 because the
attachment vertex is already counted in the core). Taking the reciprocal of 1´2zp1`Mpzqq
accounts for the fact that we can attach a sequence of submaps (each two separated by an
edge). Squaring the reciprocal accounts for the fact that in a quadrangulation Q we have
|epQq| “ 2p|vpQq| ´ 2q.
In equation (3.5), the term 2zp1`Mpzqq
1´2zp1`Mpzqq takes into consideration when the root block is a
single edge. The multiplication 1
1´2zp1`Mpzqq in the first term accounts for the extra submap
attachment due to split of the root edge (recall the construction preceding Proposition 1.6).
Lemma 3.6. We have the following substitution relation between Cpzq and Bpzq:
Cpzq “ BpUpzqq ¨ p1` Cpzqq . (3.7)
To see that this identity gives a composition schema, note that it may equivalently be
written as Cpzq “ BˆpUpzqq with Bˆ “ B{p1´Bq. The multiplication p1` Cpzqq accounts
for the extra submap attachment due to the split of the root edge (see the construction
preceding Proposition 1.7).
The substitution relations of the two preceding lemmas yield, via well-known method-
ology, that pM,C,Hq and pC,B,Uq are both map schemata. More specifically, we have
the following two propositions.
Proposition 3.7. The triple pM,C,Hq is a map schema with
α0 “
7
15
, α “
40
27
, β “
52{3 ¨ 15
28
, γ “
9
51{3 ¨ 4
. (3.8)
Proposition 3.8. The triple pC,B,Uq is a map schema with
α0 “
5
7
, α “
211{2 ¨ 9
51{2 ¨ 50
, β “
72{3
61{3 ¨ 2
, γ “
5
421{3 ¨ 2
. (3.9)
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Note that Proposition 1.8 follows immediately from Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 3.8.
We will also need the following analogue of Proposition 1.8 for the largest 2-connected
block of a general quadrangulation, which follows from Corollary 3.4 and Proposition 3.7.
Proposition 3.9. Let Qq Pu Qq, then for any A ą 0, uniformly over x P r´A,As,
P
´
bpQqq “
Y
7q{15 ` xq2{3
]¯
“
βA pβxq
q2{3
p1` op1qq ,
where β is given in Proposition 3.7.
Lemma 3.10. Hpzq, Cpzq, Upzq, and Bpzq each has radius of convergence and asymptotic
expansion around rH , rC , rU , and rB as given in Table 1.
f rf expansion at rf
H 1{12 27
196
´ 405
1372
p1´ 12zq ` 54
343
p1´ 12zq3{2 `O
`
p1´ 12zq2
˘
C 27{196 1
27
´ 28
135
p1´ 196z{27q ` 392
675
b
7
15
p1´ 196z{27q3{2 `O
`
p1´ 196z{27q2
˘
U 27{196 4
27
´ 28
135
p1´ 196z{27q ` 112
675
b
7
15
p1´ 196z{27q3{2 `O
`
p1´ 196z{27q2
˘
B 4{27 1
28
´ 27
196
p1´ 27z{4q ` 9
?
3
98
p1´ 27z{4q3{2 `O
`
p1´ 27z{4q2
˘
Table 1
This lemma may be established essentially automatically using standard techniques
in enumerative combinatorics. We include a brief explanation of this methodology in
Appendix A.
4. Sizes and diameters of pendant submaps
In this section, we first obtain a size bound for the decorations of the largest simple
block in a uniform rooted 2-connected quadrangulation. Using this we then derive a cor-
responding diameter bound which leads to a “GH convergence version” of Proposition 1.5,
shown in Section 4.1. Analogous tail bounds for uniform rooted quadrangulations are
stated in Section 4.2.
Proof of Proposition 1.9. Let λ : N Ñ N be a function tending to infinity with λprq ď
r1{3
plog rq2 . For k ď r ´ r
2{3λprq, the bound follows straightforwardly from Proposition 1.8
and Corollary 3.3. We hereafter assume that r ´ r2{3λprq ă k ď r. Note that for r large
enough, r ´ r2{3λprq ą r{2, so there must be less than one largest simple block of size k.
LetRr Pu Rr, and note that P psbpRrq “ kq “
|Rr,k|
|Rr | . By Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.10,
|Rr| “ rz
r´2sCpzq “ Θp1q ¨ r´5{2r´rC as r Ñ8 with rC “
27
196
.
Each element of Rr,k may be constructed by first choosing S P Sk and a collection
pMe, e P epSqq of rooted 2-connected quadrangulations and with
ř
ePepSq |epMeq| “ 2pr´kq;
then attaching each Me to e P epSq to obtain a map R with r edges; and, finally, fixing a
root edge e in R from among the p4r´8q possible choices. This builds a map pR, eq P Rr,k,
and any element of Rr,k may be so built. It follows that
|Rr,k| ď |Sk| ¨
¨
˝ ÿ
px1,...,x2k´4q
2k´4ź
i“1
|Rxi |
˛
‚¨ p4r ´ 8q ,
where the sum is over non-negative integer vectors px1, . . . , x2k´4q with
ř
iď2k´4 xi “ r´k.
It is easily verified that for all s, t, |Rs||Rt| ď |Rs`t´2| ď |Rs`t|, so in the above sum
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we always have
ś2k´4
i“1 |Rxi | ď |Rr´k|. The number of summands is clearly less than
p2k ´ 4qr´k, so we obtain
|Rr,k| ď |Sk| ¨ p2k ´ 4q
r´k ¨ |Rr´k| ¨ p4r ´ 8q .
Recalling that |Sk| “ rz
k´2sBpzq, |Rr´k| “ rzr´k´2sCpzq, this yields
|Rr,k| ď Θprq ¨ p2k ´ 4q
r´k ¨ k´5{2 ¨ r´kB ¨ pr ´ kq
´5{2 ¨ r´r`kC ,
where rB and rC appear in Table 1.
Altogether, for r ´ r2{3λprq ă k ď r,
P psbpRrq “ kq “
|Rr,k|
|Rr|
ď Θprq ¨ p2k ´ 4qr´k ¨ k´5{2 ¨ pr ´ kq´5{2 ¨ r5{2 ¨
ˆ
rC
rB
˙k
.
For large enough r we have r ´ k ă λprqr2{3 ď rplog rq2 , so for such r,
p2k ´ 4qr´k “ exp ppr ´ kq ¨ logp2k ´ 4qq ď exp
ˆ
r
plog rq2
¨ logp2k ´ 4q
˙
ď exp
ˆ
r
log r
˙
.
We have rC
rB
ă 1, so there exists b ą 0 such that rC
rB
ď exp p´bq. It follows that for some
positive constants c1 and c2,
P psbpRrq “ kq ď p4r ´ 8q ¨ k
´5{2 ¨ pr ´ kq´5{2 ¨ r5{2 ¨ exp
ˆ
´b ¨ k `
r
log r
˙
ď c1 exp
`
´c2rpk{r ´ 5{7q
3
˘
. 
Proof of Proposition 1.10. For all positive integers r and x with x ď r´ sprq` 2 write
Lr,x “
 
R P Rr,sprq : LpRq “ x
(
.
Fix ε P p0, 1{3q for the remainder of the proof. Letting Rr Pu Rr,sprq,
P
´
LpRrq ě r
2{3`ε
¯
“ |Rr,sprq|´1
r´sprq`2ÿ
x“rr2{3`εs
|Lr,x| (4.1)
Since sprq “ 5r{7`O
`
r2{3
˘
as rÑ 8, by Proposition 1.8,
|Rr,sprq| “ Θ
´
r´2{3
¯
¨ |Rr| “ Θpr
´2{3q ¨ r´5{2 ¨ r´rC “ Θpr
´19{6q ¨ r´rC . (4.2)
Thus, it remains to bound |Lr,x|.
Each element of Lr,x can be obtained by attaching some Rx P Rx to the largest simple
block of some R P Rr´x`2,sprq with sbpRq ď x, then possibly re-assigning the root edge.
We therefore have
|Lr,x| ď Θpr ¨ sprqq ¨ |Rr´x`2,sprq| ¨ |Rx| (4.3)
as r Ñ 8. Then to bound |Lr,x|, it suffices to bound |Rr´x`2,sprq| and |Rx|. For large
enough r and for all x P rr2{3`ε, r ´ sprq ` 2s, we have 5pr ´ x ` 2q{7 ` pr ´ x ` 2q2{3 ď
sprq ď r ´ x ` 2. For x in this range, we may apply Proposition 1.9: we obtain that for
some C 1 ą 0,
|Rr´x`2,sprq|
|Rr´x`2|
“ Op1q ¨ exp
˜
´C 1pr ´ xq
ˆ
sprq
r ´ x
´ 5{7
˙3¸
.
For all possible x, by Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 3.10 we have |Rr´x`2| “ Θp1q ¨ pr ´
xq´5{2r´r`xC , so
|Rr´x`2,sprq| “ Op1q ¨ pr ´ xq´5{2 ¨ r´r`xC ¨ exp
˜
´C 1pr ´ xq
ˆ
sprq
r ´ x
´ 5{7
˙3¸
.
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Then (4.3) gives
|Lr,x| “ Opr ¨ sprqq ¨ x
´5{2 ¨ pr ´ xq´5{2 ¨ r´rC ¨ exp
˜
´C 1pr ´ xq
ˆ
sprq
r ´ x
´ 5{7
˙3¸
.
Since sprq
r
ě 5{7´Cr´1{3, we have for large r,
exp
˜
´C 1pr ´ xq
ˆ
sprq
r ´ x
´ 5{7
˙3¸
ď exp
ˆ
´C 1pr ´ xq´2
´
5x{7´ Cr2{3
¯3˙
.
For r2{3`ε ď x ď r ´ sprq, and for large enough r, we thus have
|Lr,x|
“ Opr ¨ sprqq ¨ x´5{2 ¨ pr ´ xq´5{2 ¨ r´rC ¨ exp
ˆ
´C 1pr ´ xq´2
´
5x{7´ Cr2{3
¯3˙
“ Opr ¨ sprqq ¨ x´5{2 ¨ pr ´ xq´5{2 ¨ r´rC ¨ exp
ˆ
´C 1
´
r ´ r2{3`ε
¯´2 ´
5r2{3`ε{7´ Cr2{3
¯3˙
“ r´rC ¨ exp
`
´C2 ¨ r3ε
˘
, (4.4)
for some C2 ą 0.
Finally, combining (4.1), (4.2), (4.4) and the fact that sprq “ 5r{7`O
`
r2{3
˘
, there exist
positive constants c1, c2 and c3 “ c3pεq such that
P
´
LpRrq ě r
2{3`ε
¯
“ |Rr,sprq|´1
r´sprq`2ÿ
x“rr2{3`εs
|Lr,x| ď c1 exp p´c2r
c3q . 
4.1. Diameters of submaps pendant to the largest simple block. We want to apply
[6] to obtain a diameter bound, but first we need to transfer the diameter tail bound from
[6] to the setting of 2-connected quadrangulations.
Lemma 4.1. Let Rr Pu Rr, then there exist positive constants x0, c1 and c2 such that for
all x ą x0,
P
´
diam pRrq ą xr
1{4
¯
ď c1r
2{3 exp p´c2xq .
Proof. For q P N, let Qq Pu Qq. Given that bpQqq “ r, RpQqq has the same distribution
as Rr. So for all q ě r and x ą 0, we have
P
´
diam pRrq ą xr
1{4
¯
“ P
´
diam pRpQqqq ą xr
1{4 ˇˇ bpQqq “ r¯
ď P
´
diam pQqq ą xr
1{4 ˇˇ bpQqq “ r¯
ď
P
`
diam pQqq ą xr
1{4˘
P pbpQqq “ rq
.
Now let q “ t15r{7u, then xr1{4 ě xp7{15q1{4q1{4, so by Proposition 1.11, there exist
positive constants x0, C1, C2 such that for all x ą x0,
P
´
diam pQqq ą xr
1{4
¯
ď C1 expp´C2xq .
On the other hand, by Proposition 3.9, there exists C3 ą 0 such that for all r P N,
P pbpQqq “ rq ě C3r
´2{3 .
Altogether, we have
P
´
diam pRrq ą xr
1{4
¯
ď
C1 exp p´C2xq
C3r´2{3
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Then setting c1 “ C1{C3 and c2 “ C2 concludes the proof. 
Proof of Proposition 1.12. Fix a positive integer r and let k P N with k ď mintsprq, r´
sprqu. Let Rr “ pRr, erq Pu Rr,sprq, write Sr “ SpRrq, let e1 be the ăRr -minimal oriented
edge of Sr, and write R
1
r “ pRr, e
1q. It follows from Proposition 1.6 that R1r uniquely
decomposes as pSr,Θq P S ˆR
|epSrq|`1. Write Θ “ pΘ0,Θ1, . . . ,Θ|epSpRrqq|q; recall that Θ
has two entries corresponding to the root edge.
For any 0 ď i ď |epSrq|, given that |vpΘiq| “ k, Θi is uniformly distributed over Rk.
By Lemma 4.1 and since k ď r, there exist positive constants x0, c1 and c2 such that for
all x ě x0, and for all 0 ď i ď |epSrq|,
P
´
diampΘiq ě xk
1{4 ˇˇ |vpΘiq| “ k¯ ď c1r2{3 exp p´c2xq . (4.5)
Note that |epSrq| “ 2sprq´4 and recall thatDpRrq “ maxpdiampΘiq : 0 ď i ď 2sprq´4q.
Fix ε P p0, 1{7q. Using a union bound,
P
´
DpRrq ě r
5{24
¯
ď
2sprq´4ÿ
i“0
»
–tr2{3`εuÿ
k“1
P
´
diam pΘiq ě r
5{24, |vpΘiq| “ k
¯
` P
´
|vpΘiq| ě r
2{3`ε
¯fifl
ď
2sprq´4ÿ
i“0
»
–tr2{3`εuÿ
k“1
P
ˆ
diam pΘiq ě r
5{24
ˇˇˇ
ˇ |vpΘiq| “ k
˙
` P
´
|vpΘiq| ě r
2{3`ε
¯fifl .
By (4.5), for k ď r2{3`ε and for each 0 ď i ď 2sprq ´ 4,
P
ˆ
diam pΘiq ě r
5{24
ˇˇˇ
ˇ |vpΘiq| “ k
˙
ď c1r
2{3 exp
´
´c2r
5{24k´1{4
¯
ď c1r
2{3 exp
´
´c2r
1{24´ε{4
¯
Finally, by Proposition 1.10, there exist positive constants k1, k2 and k3 “ k3pεq such that
for each 0 ď i ď 2sprq ´ 4,
P
´
|vpΘiq| ě r
2{3`ε
¯
ď P
´
LpRrq ě r
2{3`ε
¯
ď k1 exp
´
´k2r
k3
¯
;
combining the preceding 3 inequalities and using that sprq ď r and that 1{24´ε{4 ą 1{168
yields
P
´
DpRrq ě r
5{24
¯
ď p2sprq ´ 3q
”
r2{3`ε ¨ c1r2{3 exp
´
´c2r
1{24´ε{4
¯
` k1 exp
´
k2r
k3
¯ı
“ O
´
r7{3`ε exp
´
´c2r
1{168
¯¯
`O
´
r ¨ exp
´
´k2r
k3
¯¯
.
By choosing the constants C1, C2 and C3 carefully, we may conclude the proof. 
Given the diameter bound, we immediately have the “GH convergence version” of
Proposition 1.5:
Proposition 4.2. Let Rr Pu Rr,sprq and write Sr “ SpRrq, then as r Ñ8,˜˜
vpRrq,
ˆ
21
40r
˙1{4
¨ dRr
¸
,
˜
vpSrq,
ˆ
21
40r
˙1{4
¨ dSr
¸¸
d
Ñ ppM, dq, pM, dqq (4.6)
in distribution for the Gromov-Hausdorff topology.
Proof. For any compact metric space X “ pX, dq and any subspace Y “ pY, d|Y ˆY q we
have dGHpX,Yq ď supxPX dpx, Y q. By Proposition 1.12, supvPvpRrq r
´1{4dRrpv,Srq
p
Ñ 0,
and the result follows. 
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4.2. Analogous results for the largest 2-connected block. By analogy to Proposi-
tions 1.10 and 1.12, we have the following bounds for the submaps pendant to the largest
2-connected block in a uniform quadrangulation.
Given Qq “ pQq, eqq P Qq, write Rq “ RpQqq, let e
1 be the ăQq -minimal oriented edge
of Rq, and write Q
1
q “ pQq, e
1q. By Proposition 1.7, Q1q uniquely decomposes as
pRq, ppLi, biq : 0 ď i ď 2|epRqq| ´ 4qq ,
where Li “ pMi,j : 1 ď j ď liq P Q
li and bi “ pbi,j : 1 ď j ď liq P t0, 1u
li , and
pli : 0 ď i ď 2|epRqq| ´ 4q are suitable non-negative integers. Write
L1pQqq “ max t|vpMi,jq| : 0 ď i ď 2|epRqq| ´ 4, 1 ď j ď liu , (4.7)
D1pQqq “ max tdiampMi,jq : 0 ď i ď 2|epRqq| ´ 4, 1 ď j ď liu . (4.8)
Proposition 4.3. For all ε P p0, 1{3q, there exist positive constants c1, c2, and c3 “ c3pεq
such that, if Qq Pu Qq,rpqq,
P
´
L1pQqq ě q2{3`ε
¯
ď c1 exp p´c2q
c3q .
Proposition 4.4. Let Qq Pu Qq,rpqq, then there exist positive constants C1, C2, and C3
such that
P
´
D1pQqq ě q5{24
¯
ď C1 exp
`
´C2q
C3
˘
.
We omit proofs for the above propositions since the arguments are very similar as those
for Propositions 1.10 and 1.12.
5. Exchangeable decorations
This section provides bounds on the Prokhorov distance between three sorts of measures
on the vertices of a graph: the uniform measure, the degree-biased measure, and measures
obtained by assigning vertices exchangeable random masses. In subsequent sections, these
bounds help control the GHP distance between a map and its largest block.
Recall from the introduction that for a map G, and c ą 0, cG denotes the measured
metric space pvpGq, c ¨ dG, µGq. Given a map G, write degGpvq for the degree of v P vpGq
in G; the degree-biased measure on G is the measure µBG on vpGq satisfying µ
B
GpSq “ř
vPS degGpvq{p2|epGq|q.
Lemma 5.1. For any quadrangulation Q and any ε ą 0, with µG and µ
B
G viewed as
measures on εQ, we have
dPpµQ, µ
B
Qq ď maxtε, 1{|vpQq|u.
Proof. Let n be the number of faces of Q, so that |vpQq| “ n ` 2 and |epQq| “ 2n. Fix
V Ĺ vpQq (the remaining case is trivial). A face f of Q is an internal face of QrV s if all
vertices of f lie in V ; it is a boundary face of QrV s if some edge of QrV s is incident to f ,
but not all edges incident to f belong to QrV s.
Write V ` “ tv P vpQq : dQpv, V q ď 1u, and note that V Ă V `. We claim that
µBQpV
`q ě µQpV q ´
1
|vpQq|
. (5.1)
If this is so then in εQ we obtain µQpV q ď µ
B
QpV
εq ` 1{|vpQq|; since V was arbitrary, the
lemma then follows easily. We now prove (5.1).
First suppose QrV s is connected, and write p “ |V |. If p “ 1 then the inequality is
easily checked. If p ě 2 then view QrV s as a quadrangulation with boundaries; let the
boundaries have lengths ℓ1, . . . , ℓk and write
řk
i“1 ℓi “ ℓ. We have k ě 1 since V ‰ vpQq.
Writing i for the number of internal faces of QrV s, Euler’s formula straightforwardly
yields p “ i` 2` ℓ{2´ k. Furthermore, if f is a boundary face of QrV s then all edges of
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f lie within QrV `s. Now, a boundary face can be incident to at most two edges of QrV s,
so QrV s must have at least ℓ{2 boundary faces. It follows thatÿ
vPV `
degQpvq ě
ÿ
f internal to QrV `s
4 ě 4pi ` ℓ{2q “ 4pp ` k ´ 2q ě 4pp ´ 1q.
Since
ř
vPvpQq degQpvq “ 2|epQq| “ 4n, it follows that
µBQpV q ě
p´ 1
n
“ µQpV q ´
n` 2´ 2p
npn` 2q
ě µQpV q ´
1
|vpQq|
.
Finally, if QrV s is not connected, the same argument applied component-wise yields the
same bound. 
Since both 1{sÑ 0 and p 3
8s
q1{4 Ñ 0 as sÑ8, the following is immediate.
Corollary 5.2. For Ss P Ss, with µSs and µ
B
Ss
viewed as measures on
`
3
8s
˘1{4
Ss, we have
dPpµSs , µ
B
Ss
q Ñ 0 as sÑ8.
In what follows, for a vector x “ px1, . . . , xkq P R
k write |x|p “ p
řk
i“1 x
p
i q
1{p. Suppose
that G “ pG, eq is a rooted map. Enumerate the edges of G as e1, . . . , em, where m “
|epGq|, and let e0 be a second copy of the root edge e. (This makes sense even if G is
random, as long as it is possible to specify a canonical way to order the edges of G; for
example, we may use the order ăG described in the introduction.)
For each 0 ď i ď m, let wi be a uniformly random endpoint of ei. Let n “ pn0, . . . , nmq
be a vector of non-negative real numbers with |n|1 ą 0. Define a (random) probability
measure νnG on vpGq as follows: for V Ă vpGq, let
νnGpV q “
1
|n|1
¨
ÿ
ti:wiPV u
ni. (5.2)
If one views pwi : 0 ď i ď 2s ´ 4q as attachment locations for pendant submaps, and n
as listing the masses of these submaps, then νnG is the probability measure assigning each
vertex v a mass proportional to the total mass of submaps pendant to v.
Lemma 5.3. Let G “ pG, eq have |epGq| “ m and let n “ pn0, . . . , nmq be an exchangeable
random vector of non-negative real numbers with |n|2 strictly positive. Then for any V Ă
vpGq,
P
ˆ
|νnGpV q ´ µ
B
GpV q| ą
2t
|n|1
`
1
m` 1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ |n|2
˙
ď 4 exp
ˆ
´
2t2
|n|22
˙
.
In the proof, we will use the following result of Aldous [2, Proposition 20.6], which
informally says that partial sums constructed by sampling without replacement may be
obtained by first sampling with replacement and then taking a suitable projection.
Proposition 5.4 ([2], Proposition 20.6). Fix x1, . . . , xm P R and k P t1, . . . ,mu, let σ
be a uniformly random permutation of t1, . . . ,mu, and let I1, . . . , Ik be independent and
uniform on t1, . . . ,mu. Then there exists a pair of random variables pX,Y q such that
E rY |Xs “ X and
X
d
“
kÿ
j“1
xσpjq, Y
d
“
kÿ
j“1
xIj .
Aldous [2] notes the following consequence of the preceding proposition, which is what
we will in fact use.
Corollary 5.5 ([15], Theorem 2). Under the conditions of Proposition 5.4, for all contin-
uous convex functions φ : R Ñ R,
E rφpXqs ď E rφpY qs .
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Proof of Lemma 5.3. Given V Ă vpGq, write BeV for the edge boundary of S, i.e., the
set of edges e1 P epGq with one endpoint in V and one in V c. By definition, for 0 ď j ď m,
the vertex wj is a uniformly random endpoint of ej . We have
νnGpV q “
ř
tj:ejPGrV su nj `
ř
tj:ejPBeV u 1rwjPV snj
|n|1
. (5.3)
We now show that νnGpV q is concentrated using Proposition 5.4. Independently for each
j ě 1 let Ij Pu t0, . . . ,mu. By the exchangeability of n, it follows that for any continuous
convex φ : R Ñ R,
E
»
–φˆ ÿ
tj:ejPGrV su
nj
˙fifl ď E
»
–φˆ ÿ
tj:ejPGrV su
nIj
˙fifl .
Also by exchangeability,
E
»
– ÿ
tj:ejPGrV su
nIj
fi
fl “ |n|1 ¨ |epGrV sq|
m` 1
.
Taking φpxq “ ecx for c – 4t|n|2
2
and applying Markov’s inequality as in [12, Theorem 2.5]
yields Hoeffding’s inequality-type bounds for
ř
tj:ejPGrV su nj:
P
¨
˝ˇˇˇ ÿ
tj:ejPGrV su
nj
|n|1
´
|epGrV sq|
m` 1
ˇˇˇ
ą
t
|n|1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ |n|2
˛
‚
“ P
¨
˝ˇˇˇ ÿ
tj:ejPGrV su
nj ´ |n|1 ¨
|epGrV sq|
m` 1
ˇˇˇ
ą t
ˇˇˇ
ˇ |n|2
˛
‚
ď e´ct ¨ E
»
–exp´c ¨ ˇˇˇ ÿ
tj:ejPGrV su
nj ´ |n|1 ¨
|epGrV sq|
m` 1
ˇˇˇ¯ ˇˇˇˇ |n|2
fi
fl
ď e´ct ¨ E
»
–exp´c ¨ ˇˇˇ ÿ
tj:ejPGrV su
nIj ´ |n|1 ¨
|epGrV sq|
m` 1
ˇˇˇ¯ ˇˇˇˇ |n|2
fi
fl
ď 2 exp
ˆ
´
2t2
|n|22
˙
.
The last inequality follows from a straightforward calculation; see [12, Lemma 2.6]. The
random variables 1rwjPV s are iid Bernoullip1{2q, so a reprise of the argument yields
P
¨
˝ˇˇˇ ÿ
tj:ejPBeV u
1rwjPV snj
|n|1
´
|BeV |
2pm` 1q
ˇˇˇ
ą
t
|n|1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ |n|2
˛
‚ď 2 expˆ´ 2t2
|n|22
˙
.
We have
µBGpV q “
1
2|epGq|
ÿ
vPV
degpvq “
2|epGrV sq| ` |BeV |
2m
,
so ˇˇˇ
ˇµBGpV q ´ |epGrV sq|m` 1 ´ |BeV |2pm` 1q
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 1m` 1 .
Considering (5.3), we then have
P
ˆ
|νnGpV q ´ µ
B
GpV q| ą
2t
|n|1
`
1
m` 1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ |n|2
˙
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ď P
¨
˝ˇˇˇ ÿ
tj:ejPBeV u
1rwjPV snj
|n|1
´
|BeV |
2pm` 1q
ˇˇˇ
ą
t
|n|1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ |n|2
˛
‚
` P
¨
˝ˇˇˇ ÿ
tj:ejPGrV su
nj
|n|1
´
|epGrV sq|
m` 1
ˇˇˇ
ą
t
|n|1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ |n|2
˛
‚ .
Combining the three probability inequalities then proves the lemma. 
It is easily seen that the above lemma applies even for random sets V , so long as V is
independent of the randomness used to select the endpoints wi of the edges; we will use
this in what follows.
6. Projection of masses in random quadrangulations
In this section we apply Lemma 5.3 to study projection of masses in large random
quadrangulations, and in particular to prove Proposition 1.5. We begin by stating a
straightforward corollary of Lemma 5.3. For a metric space X “ pX, dq and x P X write
Bpx, r; Xq “ ty : dpx, yq ă ru.
Corollary 6.1. For s P N let ns “ pns,0, . . . , ns,2s´4q be an exchangeable random vector of
non-negative real numbers. Let Ss Pu Ss, and for v P vpSsq write Bpv, rq “ Bpv, r¨s
1{4;Ssq.
Conditional on Ss, let U and U
1 be independent, uniformly random elements of vpSsq. If
|ns|1 Ñ8 and |ns|2{|ns|1 Ñ 0 then for all x ě 0,ˇˇ
νnsSs pBpU, xqq ´ µ
B
Ss
pBpU, xqq
ˇˇ
Ñ 0 , (6.1)ˇˇ
νnsSs
`
BpU, xq XBpU 1, xq
˘
´ µBSs
`
BpU, xq XBpU 1, xq
˘ˇˇ
Ñ 0 (6.2)
in probability as sÑ8.
Proof. Fix x ě 0. We assumed that |ns|1 Ñ 8 and |ns|2{|ns|1 Ñ 0; we may therefore
choose a sequence tpsq such that tpsq{|ns|1 Ñ 0 and tpsq{|ns|2 Ñ 8. Now take V “
BpU, xq. Recalling that |epSsq| ` 1 “ 2s´ 3, for any ε ą 0, Lemma 5.3 gives
lim sup
sÑ8
P
ˆ
|νnsSs pBpU, xqq ´ µ
B
Ss
pU, xq| ě ε
ˇˇˇ
ˇ |ns|2
˙
ď lim sup
sÑ8
P
ˆ
|νnsSs pV q ´ µ
B
Ss
pV q| ě
2tpsq
|ns|1
`
1
2s ´ 3
ˇˇˇ
ˇ |ns|2
˙
ď lim sup
sÑ8
4 exp
ˆ
´
2tpsq2
|ns|
2
2
˙
“0 ,
which is (6.1). To prove (6.2) take V “ BpU, xq XBpU 1, xq and argue similarly. 
Corollary 6.2. Under the assumptions of Corollary 6.1, with νnsSs and µ
B
Ss
viewed as
measures on
`
3
8s
˘1{4
Ss, we have dPpµSs , ν
ns
Ss
q Ñ 0 in probability as sÑ8.
Proof. By Corollary 5.2, it suffices to show that dPpµ
B
Ss
, νnsSs q
p
Ñ 0. To achieve this, we use
Corollary 6.1 and the compactness of the Brownian mapM “ pM, d, µq. For the remainder
of the proof we abuse notation by writing µs “ µ
B
Ss
and νs “ ν
ns
Ss
, for readability.
Fix ε ą 0. By [1, Theorem 1], the triple
´
vpSsq,
`
3
8s
˘1{4
dSs , µSs
¯
converges in distri-
bution to M as r Ñ 8. Since M is almost surely compact and µ a.s. has support M, if
pUi : i P Nq are independent with law µ then we almost surely have
K8 :“ inf
#
k P N :
kď
i“1
BpUi, ε;Mq “M
+
ă 8.
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For s P N, let pUs,i : i P Nq be independent with law µSs , and let
Ks “ inf
#
k P N :
kď
i“1
BpUs,i, ε; p3{8sq
1{4Ssq “ vpSsq
+
.
The aformentioned distributional convergence and the a.s. finiteness of K8 together imply
that there exists K P N such that for all s P N, P pKs ą Kq ă ε.
For i ě 1 let
Bi “ B
´
Us,i, ε; p3{p8sqq
1{4 Ss
¯
. (6.3)
Let A1 “ B1, and for i ą 1 let Ai “ Biz
Ťi´1
j“1Bj . Then A1, . . . , AKs is a covering of vpSsq
by disjoint sets.
Suppose that dPpµs, νsq ą ε. Then there exists a set S Ă vpSsq such that either
µspS
εq ă νspSq ´ ε or νspS
εq ă µspSq ´ ε. Since A1, . . . , AKs partition vpSsq, there is j
such that either
µs pS
ε XAjq ă νs pS XAjq ´ ε{Ks ď νspAjq ´ ε{Ks or
νs pS
ε XAjq ă µs pS XAjq ´ ε{Ks ď µspAjq ´ ε{Ks .
For one of these to occur we must have S X Aj ‰ H. Since Aj has radius at most ε, it
follows that Aj Ă S
ε. Thus, either
µs pAjq ă νs pAjq ´ ε{Ks or νs pAjq ă µs pAjq ´ ε{Ks .
This yields the bound
P pdPpµs, νsq ą εq
ď P p|µs pAjq ´ νs pAjq| ą ε{Ks for some 1 ď j ď Ksq
ď
Kÿ
j“1
P p|µs pAjq ´ νs pAjq| ą ε{Ks,Ks ď Kq ` P pKs ą Kq
ď
Kÿ
j“1
P p|µs pAjq ´ νs pAjq| ą ε{Kq ` ε . (6.4)
By the triangle inequality, for all 1 ď i ď K,
|µspAiq ´ νspAiq|
“
ˇˇˇ
µs
´
Biz Y
i´1
j“1 Bj
¯
´ νs
´
Biz Y
i´1
j“1 Bj
¯ˇˇˇ
ď |µspBiq ´ νspBiq| `
ˇˇˇ
µs
´
Bi XY
i´1
j“1Bj
¯
´ νs
´
Bi XY
i´1
j“1Bj
¯ˇˇˇ
ď |µspBiq ´ νspBiq| `
i´1ÿ
j“1
|µs pBi XBjq ´ νs pBi XBjq| ,
where the last sum equals 0 in the case i “ 1. Recalling the definitions of the Bi from
(6.3), the preceding inequality and Corollary 6.1 imply that for each fixed i ě 1,
|µs pAiq ´ νs pAiq| Ñ 0
in probability as sÑ8. Combining this with (6.4), we obtain
lim sup
sÑ8
P pdPpµs, νsq ą εq ď ε .
Since ε ą 0 was arbitrary, this completes the proof. 
We are almost ready to prove Proposition 1.5; before doing so we state two easy facts,
which each provide bounds on the GHP distance between a measured metric space and an
induced (in some sense) subspace. The first fact is immediate from the definition of dGHP.
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Fact 6.3. Fix a measured metric space X “ pX, d, µq and Y Ă X, and let µY be a Borel
measure on pY, dY q, where dY “ d|YˆY is the induced metric. Write Y “ pY, dY , µY q.
Then dGHPpX,Yq ď maxtdHpX,Yq, dPpµ, µY qu.
The second fact informally says that in a compact measured metric space, projecting
onto an ε-net does not change the space very much (in the GHP sense). The proof is left
to the reader.
Fact 6.4. Let X “ pX, d, µq be a compact measured metric space, and let S Ă X be finite
so that there exists ε ą 0 with X Ă Sε. Let pXs : s P Sq be measurable subsets of X such
that
Ť
sPS Xs “ X, that µpXsXXs1q “ 0 for s ‰ s
1, and that Xs Ă Bps, ε; Xq for all s P S.
Define a measure ν on S by νpsq “ µpXsq for any s P S, and let S “ pS, d|SˆS , νq. Then
dGHPpX,Sq ď ε .
Proof of Proposition 1.5. For r P N, let Rr Pu Rr,sprq, and let Sr “ SpRrq. Write
Rr “ pRr, erq, and let e
1 be the ăRr -minimal oriented edge of Sr. Next, apply the bijection
of Proposition 1.6 to the map R1r “ pRr, e1q: this decomposes Rr into Sr together with a
sequence pΘi : 0 ď i ď 2sprq ´ 4q of submaps of Rr. Let nr,0 “ |epΘ0q|1r|epΘiq|ą1s, and for
1 ď i ď 2sprq ´ 4 let nr,i “ 1 ` |epΘiq|1r|epΘiq|ą1s. Then let nr “ pnr,0, . . . , nr,2sprq´4q and
construct the measure νnrSr as in (5.2): for 0 ď i ď 2sprq ´ 4, wi is a random endpoint of
ei, and
νnrSr pvq “
1
2r ´ 4
ÿ
ti:wi“vu
nr,i .
(The difference of 1 in the definition of nr,0 accounts for the fact that when reconstructing
Rr from Sr and the Θi, we identify two copies of the root edge; the fact that 2r´ 4 is the
correct normalization follows from (1.1).)
We have |nr|1 “ 2r´4Ñ8 as r Ñ8. Furthermore, if LpRrq ď r
3{4 then nr,i ď 2r3{4´3
for all i, so |nr|2{|nr|1 “ Opr
´1{8q Ñ 0. By Proposition 1.10, we have P
`
LpRrq ď r
3{4˘Ñ
1, so |nr|2{|nr|1
p
Ñ 0.
Corollary 6.2 now implies that dPpµSr , ν
nr
Sr
q Ñ 0 as r Ñ 8, with the measures viewed
as living on
`
21
40r
˘1{4
Sr. For Borel measures µ, ν on a compact metric space pX, dq, we
have dGHPppX, d, µq, pX, d, νqq “ dPpµ, νq, so
dGHP
`
p 21
40r
q1{4Sr,
`
vpSrq, p
21
40r
q1{4 ¨ dSr , ν
nr
Sr
˘˘ p
Ñ 0 . (6.5)
We now bound the distance from p 21
40r
q1{4Rr to the latter space. It is convenient to work
with a graph with edge lengths rather than a finite measured metric space. More precisely,
view each edge e of Rr as an isometric copy Ie of the unit interval r0, 1s, endowed with the
rescaled Lebesgue measure p2r´ 4q´1 ¨LebIe , and write R1 “ pR1r, d1r, µ1rq for the resulting
measured metric space. We then have µ1rpR1rq “ p2r ´ 4q´1 ¨
ř
ePepRrq LebIepIeq “ 1.
We may naturally identify vpRrq with the set of endpoints of edges in R
1, and this is an
isometric embedding in that with this identification we have dRr “ d
1
r|vpRrq. Furthermore,
the degree-biased measure µBRr may be obtained by projection onto vpRrq: for v P vpRrq
we have µBRrpvq “ µ
1
rpBpv, 1{2;R
1qq “ degRrpvq{p2p2s ´ 4qq. By Fact 6.4, it follows that
for any ε ą 0,
dGHPpεR
1, pvpRrq, εdRr , µ
B
Rr
qq ď ε. (6.6)
The space Sr “ pvpSrq, dSr q is likewise isometrically embedded within R
1, and we may
also obtain the measure νnrSr by projection. To do so, let Ei “ epΘiq for 1 ď i ď 2sprq ´ 4,
let E0 “ EpΘ0qzte
1u, and for v P vpSrq let
Xv “
ď
ti:wi“vu
ď
ePEi
Ie.
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Then νnrSr pvq “ µ
1
rpXvq. Furthermore, pXv : v P vpSrqq covers R
1
r and µ
1
rpXu X Xvq “ 0
for u ‰ v since edges only intersect at their endpoints. Recalling the definition of DpRrq
from Section 1.2, for any v P V we have Xv Ă Bpv,DpRrq;R
1q. It follows from Fact 6.4
that for all ε ą 0,
dGHPpεR
1, pvpSrq, εdSr , ν
nr
Sr
qq ď ε ¨DpRrq . (6.7)
We always have DpRrq ě 1, so combining (6.6), (6.7) gives
dGHPppvpSrq, εdSr , ν
nr
Sr
q, pvpRrq, εdRr , µ
B
Rrqq ď 2ε ¨DpRrq
Using Lemma 5.1 to bound dGHPppvpRrq, εdRr , µ
B
Rr
q, εRrq, the triangle inequality then
gives
dGHPppvpSrq, εdSr , ν
nr
Sr
q, εRrq ď 2ε ¨DpRrq `max tε, 1{ru . (6.8)
By Proposition 1.12, r´1{4DpRrq
p
Ñ 0, and (6.5) then implies that
dGHP
`
p 21
40r
q1{4Sr, p 2140r q
1{4Rr
˘ p
Ñ 0 .
Since 3
8sprq ¨ Sr
d
ÑM as r Ñ8, and 3
8sprq “ p1` op1qq
21
40r
, the result follows. 
7. Proofs of the theorems
Recall that K is the set of measured isometry classes of compact metric spaces, and that
GHP convergence refers to convergence in the the Polish space pK, dGHPq.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let g : K Ñ R be a bounded continuous function, and write
}g} “ sup |g| ă 8. Recall that Rr Pu Rr, and let Mr “
`
21
40r
˘1{4
Rr. We show that
E rgpMrqs Ñ E rgpMqs (7.1)
as r Ñ8; the result then follows by the Portmanteau theorem.
The proof of (7.1) is simply summarized: average over the size of sbpRrq. The details are
also fairly straightforward. Fix ε P p0, 1{2q with ε ă 1{}g}, let A be the Airy density and
let β given by Proposition 1.8. Then fix Cε ą 0 large enough that
şCε
´Cε βA pβxq dx ą 1´ε.
Recall from the introduction sprq satisfies |sprq ´ 5r{7| ď Cr2{3 for large r. The constant
C was fixed but arbitrary, so we may assume that C ą Cε.
Next, for r, s P N with s ď r, let Rr,s Pu Rr,s and write Mr,s “
`
21
40r
˘1{4
Rr,s. We claim
that
sup
tsPN:|s´5r{7|ďCεr2{3u
|gpMr,sq ´ gpMq| Ñ 0 (7.2)
as r Ñ 8. Indeed: otherwise we may find a sequence psˆprq : r P Nq such that |sˆprq ´
5r{7| ď Cεr
2{3 ă Cr2{3 with lim suprÑ8 |gpMr,sˆprqq ´ gpMq| ‰ 0. By the Portmanteau
theorem, this implies that Mr,s does not converge in distribution to M, contradicting
Proposition 1.5. This establishes (7.2).
Now for each r P N, let
Er “
!
|sbpRrq ´ 5r{7| ď Cεr
2{3
)
.
Recalling the definition of δsp¨q from Theorem 1.4, it follows from Proposition 1.8 and a
Riemann approximation that for large enough r,
P pErq “ p1` op1qq
ÿ
tsPN:|s´5r{7|ďCεr2{3u
βA pβδspqqq
r2{3
“ p1` op1qq
ż Cε
´Cε
βA pβsq ds
ą 1´ 2ε.
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Then for large enough r,ˇˇ
E rgpMrqs ´ E
“
gpMr 1rErsq
‰ˇˇ
ď P pEcrq }g} ă 2ε}g} . (7.3)
We now show that
ˇˇ
E
“
gpMr 1rErsq
‰
´ E rgpMqs
ˇˇ
is also small. The conditional law of Rr
given that sbpRrq “ s is identical to that of Rr,s, so
E
“
gpMr 1rErsq
‰
“
ÿ
tsPN:|s´5r{7|ďCεr2{3u
P psbpRrq “ sqE rgpMr,sqs .
By the triangle inequality, we therefore haveˇˇ
E
“
gpMr 1rErsq
‰
´ E rgpMqs
ˇˇ
ď
ÿ
tsPN:|s´5r{7|ďCεr2{3u
P psbpRrq “ sq ¨ |E rgpMr,sqs ´ E rgpMqs|
ď sup
tsPN:|s´5r{7|ďCεr2{3u
|gpMr,sq ´ gpMq| . (7.4)
This tends to 0 by (7.2), which with (7.3) gives lim suprÑ8 |E rgpMrqs´E rgpMqs | ď 2ε}g}.
Since ε ą 0 was arbitrary, this establishes (7.1) and completes the proof. 
In the remaining proofs, we use the following simple fact. Recall the definition of L1
from (4.7).
Fact 7.1. Let Qq P Qq, write Rq “ RpQqq and Sq “ SpQqq. Note that if Sq ‰ SpRqq, then
sbpQqq ě sbpRqq, and it follows that Qq contains at least two 2-connected blocks of size at
least sbpRqq, implying that L
1pQqq ě sbpRqq.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Fix q P N and write Rq “ RpQqq. Let R Pu Rrpqq. Given that
bpQqq “ rpqq, Rq
d
“ R, so
P pbpQqq “ rpqq, sbpRqq “ sprpqqqq
“ P
`
sbpRqq “ sprpqqq
ˇˇ
bpQqq “ rpqq
˘
¨ P pbpQqq “ rpqqq
“ P psbpRq “ sprpqqqq ¨ P pbpQqq “ rpqqq .
Writing β “ 5
2{3¨15
28
and β1 “ 7
2{3
61{3¨2 , by Propositions 3.9 and 1.8, we thus have
P pbpQqq “ rpqq, sbpRqq “ sprpqqqq “
βA pβδrpqqq
q2{3
β1A pβ1δspqqq
rpqq2{3
p1` op1qq . (7.5)
Next,
|P pbpQqq “ rpqq, sbpRqq “ sprpqqqq ´ P pbpQqq “ rpqq, sbpQqq “ sprpqqqq|
ď P pbpQqq “ rpqq, sbpQqq ‰ sprpqqq, sbpRqq “ sprpqqqq
` P pbpQqq “ rpqq, sbpQqq “ sprpqqq, sbpRqq ‰ sprpqqqq , (7.6)
If tbpQqq “ rpqq, sbpQqq ‰ sprpqqq, sbpRqq “ sprpqqqu occurs then L
1pQqq ě sprpqqq, as
explained in Fact 7.1. Similarly, if tbpQqq “ rpqq, sbpQqq “ sprpqqq, sbpRqq ‰ sprpqqqu
occurs then Qq must contain a simple block of size sprpqqq that does not lie within Rq;
since bpQqq “ rpqq ą sprpqqq, in this case we also obtain L
1pQqq ě sprpqqq. It follows from
Proposition 4.3 that there exist positive constants c1, c2, c3 such that
|P pbpQqq “ rpqq, sbpRqq “ sprpqqqq ´ P pbpQqq “ rpqq, sbpQqq “ sprpqqqq |
ď 2P
`
L1pQqq ě sprpqqq
˘
ď c1 exp p´c2q
c3q
“ o
`
q´2
˘
,
which combined with (7.5) proves the theorem. 
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For the proof of Theorem 1.3, we require a lemma bounding the maximum degree in a
quadrangulation uniformly drawn from Qq,rpqq,spqq; the lemma follows easily from the fact
that degrees in uniform quadrangulations have exponential tails.
Lemma 7.2. Let Qq Pu Qq,rpqq,spqq. Then for all q sufficiently large,
P
´
maxpdegQqpwq : w P vpQqqq ě pln qq
2
¯
ă q´10 .
Proof. By [4, Theorem 2 (i)] (and Tutte’s angular bijection between maps and quadrangu-
lations), for all ε ą 0 there exists B ą 0 such that for all q ě 3, if Q Pu Qq and u Pu vpQq
then
P
`
degQpvq ą d
˘
ă B
ˆ
1
2
` ε
˙d
. (7.7)
Given that bpQq “ rpqq and sbpRpQqq “ spqq, the conditional law of Q is uniform on
Qq,rpqq,spqq; so
P
´
maxpdegQqpwq : w P vpQqqq ą d
¯
“ P
`
maxpdegQpwq : w P vpQqq ą d
ˇˇ
bpQq “ rpqq, sbpRpQqq “ spqq
˘
ď q ¨ P
`
degQpuq ą d
ˇˇ
bpQq “ rpqq, sbpRpQqq “ spqq
˘
ď q ¨
P
`
degQpuq ą d
˘
P pbpQq “ rpqq, sbpRpQqq “ spqqq
“ Opq7{3qP
`
degQpuq ą d
˘
,
the final inequality by Theorem 1.4 and the definition of rpqq and spqq. Taking d “ ln2 q
and ε ă 1{2, the result then follows from (7.7). 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Recall that Qq Pu Qq,rpqq,spqq, and Rq “ RpQqq and Sq “
SpQqq. Let Q Pu Qq. Given that bpQq “ rpqq and sbpQq “ spqq, we have Qq
d
“ Q.
By Fact 7.1, we then have
P pSq ‰ SpRqqq “ P
`
SpQq ‰ SpRpQqq
ˇˇ
bpQq “ rpqq, sbpQq “ spqq
˘
ď P
`
L1pQq ě spqq
ˇˇ
bpQq “ rpqq, sbpQq “ spqq
˘
ď
P
`
L1pQq ě spqq
ˇˇ
bpQq “ rpqq
˘
P pbpQq “ rpqq, sbpQq “ spqqq
.
Combined with Theorem 1.4, this gives
P pSq ‰ SpRqqq “ O
´
q4{3
¯
¨ P
`
L1pQq ě spqq
ˇˇ
bpQq “ rpqq
˘
.
Since spqq “ q{3`O
`
q2{3
˘
, by Proposition 4.3 there exist c2, c3 ą 0 such that
P
`
L1pQq ě spqq
ˇˇ
bpQq “ rpqq
˘
“ O pexp p´c2q
c3qq .
Hence,
P pSq ‰ SpRqqq “ O
´
q4{3 ¨ exp p´c2qc3q
¯
. (7.8)
Now let R Pu Rrpqq,spqq. Given that Sq “ SpRqq, we have Rq Pu Rrpqq,spqq, so (7.8) implies
easily that for any bounded continuous function g : K2 Ñ Rˇˇˇ
ˇE
„
g
ˆ´
21
40rpqq
¯1{4
Rq,
´
21
40rpqq
¯1{4
Sq
˙
´ E
„
g
ˆ´
21
40rpqq
¯1{4
R,
´
21
40rpqq
¯1{4
SpRq
˙ˇˇˇ
ˇÑ 0 ,
as q Ñ8. By Proposition 1.5 and the Portmanteau theorem, it follows that as rpqq Ñ 8,˜ˆ
21
40rpqq
˙1{4
Rq,
ˆ
21
40rpqq
˙1{4
Sq
¸
d
Ñ pM,Mq . (7.9)
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Moreover, by the definition of rpqq, there exist C1, C2 ą 0 such that for all q ą 0,
9
8q ` C1q2{3
ď
21
40rpqq
ď
9
8q ´ C2q2{3
.
From this and (7.9) we obtain˜ˆ
9
8q
˙1{4
Rq,
ˆ
9
8q
˙1{4
Sq
¸
d
Ñ pM,Mq (7.10)
as q Ñ8. To finish the proof, we show that also˜ˆ
9
8q
˙1{4
Qq,
ˆ
9
8q
˙1{4
Rq
¸
d
Ñ pM,Mq. (7.11)
Joint convergence of the triple to the limit pM,M,Mq is immediate from (7.10) and
(7.11), so it remains to prove (7.11). (Note that we may not simply invoke the result of
Le Gall [11] and of Miermont [14] to conclude that the
´
9
8q
¯1{4
Qq
d
Ñ M since Qq is not
uniformly distributed over Qq, but over Qq,rpqq,spqq.) The argument is similar to that in
Proposition 1.5, and we focus on explaining the points where it differs.
Let e1 be the ăQq -minimal oriented edge of Rq; by definition, this is the root edge of
Rq. Write Qq “ pQq, eqq and Rq “ pRq, e
1q. Also, let Q1q “ pQq, e1q. The bijection ψ from
Proposition 1.7 gives a decomposition of Q1q as
pRq, ppLi, biq : 0 ď i ď 2rpqq ´ 4qq ,
where the Li “ pMi,j : 1 ď j ď ℓiq P Q
ℓi satisfy (recalling (1.2))
|epQqq| “ |epRqq| `
|epRqq|ÿ
i“0
ℓiÿ
j“1
p|epMi,jq| ` 1` 1r|epMi,jq|“1sq , (7.12)
and bi “ pbi,j : 1 ď j ď ℓiq P t0, 1u
ℓi .
List the elements of epRqq as pei : 1 ď i ď |epRqq|q according to the order ăRq ; like in
Section 1.1, we view ei as oriented (we oriented so that the tail e
´
i precedes the head e
`
i
according to the breadth-first order described in the introduction, but this is unimportant;
all that matters is to have a fixed rule for choosing the orientation). Also, let e0 be a copy
of e1. Under the bijection ψ, for each 0 ď i ď |epRqq| and 1 ď j ď ℓi, the value bi,j
indicates the endpoint ei at which Mi,j is attached.
Recall that µB “ µBQq is the degree-biased measure on vpQqq, We now compare µ
B with
a random projection of µB onto Rq. First define a vector nq as follows. Let n0 “ 0 if
ℓ0 “ 0 and otherwise let n0 “
řℓ0
j“1p|epM0,jq| ` 1` 1r|epM0,j |‰1sq, and for 1 ď i ď 2rpqq ´ 4
let
ni “ 1`
ℓiÿ
j“1
p|epMi,jq| ` 1` 1r|epMi,jq|‰1sq (7.13)
Set nq “ pni : 0 ď i ď 2rpqq ´ 4q; it is immediate from Proposition 1.7 that nq is
exchangeable. Now define the measure νnq “ ν
nq
Rq
as in (5.2): more precisely, for each edge
ei P epRqq choose a uniformly random endpoint wi of ei. Then ν
nq is specified by letting
νnqpV q “
1
2q ´ 4
ÿ
ti:wiPV u
ni
for V Ă vpRqq. (The fact that 2q ´ 4 is the correct normalizing constant follows from
(7.12).)
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If maxpni : 0 ď i ď 2rpqq´4q{p2q´4q
p
Ñ 0 then |nq|2{|nq|1
p
Ñ 0 and the same argument
which led to Corollary 6.2 gives dPpµRq , ν
nqq
p
Ñ 0. Assuming this holds then just as in
(6.5) we obtain
dGHP
´
p 9
8q
q1{4Rq,
´
vpRqq, p
9
8q
q1{4 ¨ dRq , ν
nq
¯¯
p
Ñ 0 . (7.14)
Recall the definition of D1 from (4.8). Reprising the argument for (6.8) now gives that for
ε ą 0,
dGHPppvpRqq, εdRq , ν
nqq, εQqq ď 2ε ¨ pD
1pQqq ` 1q `maxpε, 1{qq . (7.15)
This has a very slightly different form from (6.8), where the bound was 2εDpRrq `
maxpε, 1{rq. The reason for the difference is that in the current setting, the submaps
of Qq pendant to Rq only attach to one end of an edge of Rq. When we project the mass
to form νnq we may choose the “wrong end”. This source of error did not appear when
projecting mass onto the largest simple block because the 2-connected “decorations” of
the largest simple block are attached at both endpoints of their respective edges.
At any rate, by Proposition 4.4, D1pQqq{q1{4
p
Ñ 0, so (7.15) and (7.14) together give
dGHPpp
9
8q
q1{4Qq, p 98q q
1{4Rqq
p
Ñ 0. But by (7.10) we know that the second argument con-
verges to M, and (7.11) follows.
It thus remains to prove that maxtni : 0 ď i ď 2rpqq ´ 4u{p2q ´ 4q
p
Ñ 0. But this is
easy: ℓi is the number of copies of a particular edge in Qq, so max0ďiď2q´4 ℓi is at most
maxpdegQqpwq : w P vpQqqq. By (7.13) we then have
maxtni : 0 ď i ď 2rpqq ´ 4u ď 1`maxtdegQqpwq : w P vpQqqq ¨ p2`maxi,j
|epMi,jq|u.
By Lemma 7.2, the largest degree is at most ln2 q with high probability, and Proposition 4.3
gives that q´3{4 ¨maxi,j |epMi,jq| ď q´3{4 ¨ p2L1pQqq ´ 4q
p
Ñ 0. The result follows. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. The theorem follows from Theorem 1.3 in exactly the same way
as Theorem 1.1 followed from Proposition 1.5, using Theorem 1.4 in place of Proposition 1.8
for the averaging argument. 
Appendix A. The remaining derivation for compositional schemata
In this section we explain how Propositions 3.7 and 3.8 are derived. Though this consists
in a rather classical application of analytic combinatorics machinery, we have included a
reasonably detailed discussion, as we believe this may be useful for readers whose expertise
is primarily probabilistic.
We first establish a system of parameterization for Mpzq, which is the key to showing
that Mpzq is singular with exponent 3{2 and to extracting the coefficients of Mpzq, Cpzq
and Hpzq.
Lemma A.1. Let ψM ptq “
tp2´9tq
p1´3tq2 , let φM ptq “
1
1´3t , and let LM pzq be defined by the
implicit relation LM pzq “ zφM pLM pzqq, then
Mpzq “ ψM pLM pzqq .
Algebraic functions with such parameterization are called Lagrangean. The proof is a
textbook application of Tutte’s so-called quadratic method. This parameterization is the
one used by Goulden & Jackson [10]. It differs slightly from the original parameterization
given by Tutte [16] and used in [3], but the two are related by a birational transformation.
The derivation of Lemma A.1 is quite the same as that given in [3, Proposition 1], and
we refer readers to that work for the idea of the proof. (Also, in [3] the parameterization
is stated for the generating function of general maps but this is equivalent, using Tutte’s
angular bijection, to quadrangulations. See also Goulden & Jackson [10, Section 2.9] for
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a detailed explanation of the quadratic method for map enumeration.) One may inspect
the Taylor expansion of ψM pLM pzqq at z “ 0 to conclude that this parametrization gives
Mpzq “ 2z ` 9z2 ` 54z3 ` 378z4 `O
`
z5
˘
.
Corollary A.2 (Tutte [16]).
LMpzq “
1
6
´
1
6
p1´ 12zq1{2 , (A.1)
Mpzq “
1
3
´
4
3
p1´ 12zq `
8
3
p1´ 12zq3{2 `O
`
p1´ 12zq2
˘
. (A.2)
In particular, Mpzq is singular with exponent 3{2.
Proof. Using Lemma A.1, Lagrange inversion yields the explicit formulas
LM pzq “
1
6
´
1
6
p1´ 12zq1{2 , Mpzq “ ´1`
1
54z2
p´p1 ´ 18zq ` p1´ 12zq3{2q .
Writing y “ 1´12z, the asymptotic expansion for M follows easily by rearrangement. 
Implicit functional equations can be used to derive asymptotic expansions in great
generality, even when no closed form is available, and we exploit this machinery in the
current paper. We now sketch how the method is applied in our setting in slightly more
detail, referring the reader to [3] and [8, VII.8] for a full exposition.
Suppose we are given y defined by an implicit formula ypzq “ zφpypzqq, where φ is ana-
lytic, non-zero at 0, has non-negative Taylor coefficients, and has limxÑry xφ1pxq{φpxq ą 1,
where ry P p0,8s is the radius of convergence of φ. (In our case, φ will always in fact
be a rational function satisfying the preceding conditions.) Then, using Lagrange inver-
sion, one obtains an asymptotic expansion of y around its dominant singularity (see [8,
Section VI.7]). Given another function m expressible as mpzq “ ψpypzqq where ψ is a
rational function whose radius of convergence is at least as large as that of y, this yields
an asymptotic expansion for m as follows.
First, we locate the radius of convergence for y. By [8, Theorem VI.6], we can expand
ypzq as
ypzq “ τ ´ l1{2 p1´ z{ryq
1{2 ` l1 p1´ z{ryq `O
´
p1´ z{ryq
3{2
¯
, (A.3)
where the coefficients li{2 are to be determined for i P N, and ry and τ are determined by
the equations
τφ1pτq ´ φpτq “ 0, ry “
τ
φpτq
.
To determine l1{2 and l1, let hptq “ ry ´ tφptq . Then hpτq “ 0 “ h
1pτq, so expanding hptq
around τ yields
1´ z{ry
“
hptq
ry
“
h2pτq
2ry
pt´ τq2 `
h3pτq
6ry
pt´ τq3 `O
`
pt´ τq4
˘
“
h2pτq
2ry
”
´l1{2 p1´ z{ryq
1{2 ` l1 p1´ z{ryq `O
´
p1´ z{ryq
3{2
¯ı2
`
h3pτq
6ry
”
´l1{2 p1´ z{ryq
1{2 ` l1 p1´ z{ryq `O
´
p1´ z{ryq
3{2
¯ı3
`O
`
pt´ τq4
˘
“
h2pτq
2ry
l21{2 p1´ z{ryq ´
ˆ
2
h2pτq
2ry
l1{2l1 `
h3pτq
6ry
l31{2
˙
p1´ z{ryq
3{2 `O
´
p1´ z{ryq
2
¯
.
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By comparing the coefficients of the terms p1´ z{ryq we obtain
l1{2 “
ˆ
2ry
h2pτq
˙1{2
“
ˆ
2φpτq
φ2pτq
˙1{2
, (A.4)
and by comparing the coefficients of the terms p1´ z{ryq
3{2 we have
l1 “ ´
h3pτql3
1{2
6h2pτql1{2
. (A.5)
Now we use the expansion (A.3) to derive an expansion for mpzq around its dominant
singularity rm. First, the equation mpzq “ ψpypzqq and the assumption that rφ ě ry
together imply that rm “ ry. In the current work, we always have that ψ
1pτq “ 0 (indeed,
this seems to generally be the case in compositional schemata involving maps); together
with (A.3), a Taylor expansion of ψ around τ then yields
mpzq “ ψpypzqq
“ ψ
´
τ ´ l1{2 p1´ z{ryq
1{2 ` l1p1´ z{ryq `O
´
p1´ z{ryq
3{2
¯¯
“ ψ pτq `
1
2
ψ2 pτq
”
´l1{2 p1´ z{ryq
1{2 ` l1p1´ z{ryq `O
´
p1´ z{ryq
3{2
¯ı2
`
1
6
ψ3 pτq
”
´l1{2 p1´ z{ryq
1{2 ` l1p1´ z{ryq `O
´
p1´ z{ryq
3{2
¯ı3
`O
´
p1´ z{ryq
2
¯
“ ψ pτq `
1
2
ψ2 pτq l21{2 p1´ z{ryq ´
ˆ
ψ2 pτq l1{2l1 `
1
6
ψ3 pτq l31{2
˙
p1´ z{ryq
3{2
`O
´
p1´ z{ryq
2
¯
.
We remark that the vanishing term ψ1 pτq “ 0 accounts for the shift of the singular
exponent to 3{2.
Using the compositional relation given in Lemma 3.5 together with the expansion of
LM pzq given in Corollary A.2, we obtain that Hpzq is also Lagrangean. Expanding Hpzq
at its radius of convergence verifies the correctness of the first line of Table 1. We obtain
expansions for Cpzq, Upzq, and Bpzq, and thereby complete the proof of Lemma 3.10, in a
similar manner; all this is formalized in the following lemma.
Lemma A.3. Table 2 gives Lagrangean parameterizations forMpzq,Hpzq, Cpzq, Upzq, Bpzq.
Proof. Let Hpzq be defined as in Proposition 3.7, and let ψM ptq be given in Lemma A.1.
Write t “ LMpzq, then
Hpzq “ z
ˆ
1
1´ 2zp1 `Mpzqq
˙2
“ z
ˆ
1
1´ 2z p1` ψM pLM pzqqq
˙2
“ ´
tp´1` 3tq3
p1´ 5t` 8t2q2
;
this proves the first assertion. Then taking ψHptq as given by Table 2 yields Hpzq “
ψHpLM pzqq.
The remaining parameterizations of Table 2 are established similarly, using (3.5) for
Cpzq, and (3.7) for Upzq and Bpzq. The radius of convergence and expansions around the
radius in Table 1 are derived using Lagrange inversion as in Corollary A.2. 
Remark. One of the fundamental facts of singularity analysis is that the radius of con-
vergence of a generating function determines the exponential growth rate of the associated
combinatorial family. Under Tutte’s angular bijection (see [16]), 2-connected and simple
quadrangulations respectively correspond to 2-edge-connected and 2-connected maps. In
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f φf ψf
H 1
1´3t ´
tp´1`3tq3
p1´5t`8t2q2
C ´ p1´5t`8t
2q2
p´1`3tq3
t2p´1`5tq
p´1`3tq3
U ´ p1´5t`8t
2q2
p´1`3tq3 ´
tp´1`4tq2
p´1`3tq3
B ´ p´1`3tq
3
p´1`4tq2
t2p´1`5tq
p´1`4tqp1´5t`8t2q
Table 2. In this table we always have Lf pzq “ zφf pLf pzqq, where f is one of the
functions H,C,U , or B.
view of this, the values rC “ 27{196 and rB “ 4{27 agree with the known exponential
growth rates for loopless bridgeless maps Walsh & Lehman [17, (7)] and for 2-connected
maps [3, Table 2] (noting that the coefficients of the expansion for Bpzq are slightly dif-
ferent than in [3], because in that work a single loop is counted as a 2-connected map).
Proofs of Propositions 3.7 and 3.8. We have verified that Mpzq and Hpzq are singu-
lar with exponent 3{2 in Lemmas A.2 and 3.10 respectively. The facts that HprHq “ rC
and that UprU q “ rB are immediate from the values and expansions given in Table 1.
Thus, pM,C,Hq and pC,B,Uq are map schemata. The values claimed in (3.8) and (3.9)
are then derived by routine arithmetic. 
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